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Abstract

At a time when the prospects confronting Hong
Kong are overshadowed by the combination of
the  popular  movement  for  democratic  rights
and  the  corona  virus  epidemic  that  is
challenging Hong Kong as well as China, issues
of  income inequality  and  declining  economic
prospects  deeply  affect  the  future  of  Hong
Kong youth. This article documents the pattern
of  growing  income  inequality  with  specific
reference to educated youth of Generation Y in
spheres  such  as  income  distribution,  the
relative  stagnation  of  income  of  young
graduates,  and  soaring  housing  prices  that
make Hong Kong among the most  expensive
real estate markets in the world.
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On 24 December 2017, Paul Chan Mo-Po, Hong

Kong’s  Financial  Secretary  complained  in  his

blog about his sleepless nights and low appetite’,

which  he  attributed  to  the  poor  economic

prospects shared by many young people, despite

robust  economic  growth.1  His  message  echoed

older concerns expressed by Carrie Lam Cheng

Yuet-ngor, at the time the Chief Executive. In her

words:

I have been with the government for so

many years. How come I did not sort of

fully realize the depth of  that  sort  of

sentiment, which could be damaging to

Hong Kong? (…) If our young people,

if  our  young  professionals  are  losing

hope about  the  future,  then where  is

Hong Kong’s future?2

These  comments  resound  as  an  admission  of

helplessness from the leader who had been the

Director  of  the  Social  Welfare  Department

(2000-2003)  and  the  Permanent  Secretary

for Housing, Planning and Lands (2003) – as well

as the Chief Secretary for Administration from

2012 to 2017. This is even more the case as she

reiterated  them recently,  when she  announced

the withdrawal of the controversial bill:

After more than two months of social

unrest,  it  is  obvious  to  many  that

discontentment extends far beyond the

Bill.  It  covers  political,  economic  and

social  issues,  including  the  oft-

mentioned  problems  relating  to

housing  and  land  supply,  income

distribution, social justice and mobility,

and  opportunities  for  our  young

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Housing,_Planning_and_Lands_Bureau
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3025780/carrie-lams-speech-full-hong-kong-leader-speaks-city
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people.3

In  fact,  the  same  conclusion  was  already
reached by scholars since at least 2010 – but
nothing was done to address the situation since
then.4 The plight of Generation Y, and especially
of educated youth, contrasts strongly with the
traditional perception, which regards youth as
the  beneficiaries  of  economic  growth.5  In  this

view, young people, thanks to economic progress

and the improvement in material life, aim to shift

to ‘postmaterialism’:

Young people, who have grown up in

an  environment  of  ease  and comfort,

are more likely to develop a different

worldview  from  those  before  them.

Their value priorities tend to shift away

from  Materialist  concerns  about

physiological  sustenance  and  safety

towards a Postmaterialist emphasis on

individual  autonomy,  diversity,

freedom,  self-expression,  aesthetic

satisfaction,  quality  of  life,  greater

democratization, and the development

of more humane societies, even at the

e x p e n s e  o f  e c o n o m i c  g r o w t h .

Materialist  goals  are  still  valued,  but

they are no longer the top priority.6

 

 

The same perspective  that  young people  have

benefited from economic progress is also visible –

although from a  very  different  angle  –  in  the

work of Mathews et al. Focusing on the difficult

process for Hong Kong to fully integrate with the

Chinese nation, the authors share the view that

the mentality of  Hong Kong people,  especially

the  youth,  has  been  shaped  by  economic

development, which created what they called a

‘market-based national identity’.7 They returned

to the classic idea that Hong Kong people have

shifted from a ‘refugee mentality’  to a ‘market

mentality’,  thanks to economic growth and the

desire  of  the  colonial  government,  especially

since  the  1970s,  to  promote  a  depoliticized

identity,  in  contrast  with  both  mainland

communists  and  Taiwanese  nationalists.8

For Mathews et al., the ‘refugee mentality’ is thus

the  precursor  of  the  market  mentality.  The

refugees  who  fled  China  from  political  and

economic turmoil understood well that they had

to  rely  on  their  themselves.  As  the  authors
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elegantly  put  it,  ‘the  “refugee  mentality”  was

rooted  in  poverty,  and  the  struggle  for  daily

economic  survival’.9  When the  city  engaged in

economic development, it progressively gave rise

to the long-praised ‘Hong Kong entrepreneurial

spirit’ and, with the spread of capitalism, to the

i d e a  t h a t  H o n g  K o n g  w a s  a  ‘ l a n d  o f

opportunities’.1 0  In  this  sense,  economic

development, in improving people’s well-being,

also forged the ‘market mentality’ that has been

adapted to an ‘à la carte’ national identity.11

In  recent  years,  however,  the  situation  has
changed and, while the youth have adopted a
‘post-materialist’  and  a  ‘market’  mentality,  it
may well be the case that declining economic
opportunities  are  creating  resentment  toward
those  who  have  yet  to  find  their  place  in
society. The push for democracy is no longer
stirred by improved material  conditions, as in
the  ‘postmaterialist’  perspective,  but,  on  the
contrary, is nurtured in part by the degradation
of  these  conditions.  In  short,  these  two
paradigms  are  not  contradictory,  but
complementary.  While  the  demands  of  the
protesters, both in 2014 and in 2019, were not
overwhelmingly  economic  and  social,  these
factors  were  certainly  significant.  As  noted  by

Ma Ngok ‘more and more people in Hong Kong

conceive democracy in terms of political rights or

equality’.12 This was strongly emphasized during

the Umbrella Movement, protesters stating that

democracy should also bring equal opportunity

to  all.1 3  In  2019,  this  objective  was  not  so

prominent, but was still present, as shown in a
recent survey:

[T]he  poll  by  the  Hong  Kong  Public

Opinion Research Institute (…) found

only 58 per cent of respondents aged 14

to  29  felt  their  discontent  stemmed

from housing problems, compared with

84  per  cent  attributing  it  to  their

distrust of the chief executive. Another

87  per  cent  opted for  the  ‘pursuit  of

democracy’.14

In  line  with  these  comments,  this  article

highlights  the  deterioration  of  material  and

economic  conditions  in  recent  years  and  the

reasons for it.  The first  part presents data that

demonstrates the growth of inequality in Hong

Kong since 1997. It also shows that Generation Y,

and  especially  degree  holders,  did  not  benefit

significantly from the economic growth during

that  period.  The  second  part  introduces  some

reasons  for  this  outcome  in  relation  to

globalization and the growth of China. The last

part completes this analysis and shows that the

structure  of  the  Hong  Kong  economy,  in

particular  its  monopolistic  and  oligopolistic

nature, also played a role in the development of

this  situation.  The conclusion examines  certain

proposals  put  forth  in  recent  years  to  address

these  problems.  It  suggests  that,  far  from

recognizing the salience of these issues, the ideas

floated by the Chief Executive and her team have

invariably sought to preserve existing economic

structures. The data presented below highlights

the  diverse  economic  challenges  faced  by

Generation  Y.
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Generation Y responds in 2019

Hong Kong’s Economic Growth

The objective of this section is to provide data to

illustrate the following three phenomena. First,

not only has Hong Kong’s inequality risen, but

much of its workforce has not benefited from its

economic  growth.  Second,  this  statement

particularly  applies  to  younger  people  with  a

tertiary-level  education  (the  ‘educated  youth’)

who have faced stagnating salaries for nearly two

decades since the handover (this point is seldom

analyzed due to a lack of published data). Third,

social mobility for educated youths has declined.

While the reasons for this will be examined in the

sections  below,  we  contend  that  these  three

factors,  taken together,  constitute the economic

foundation (together with other factors) that has

shaped the discontent of Hong Kong’s educated

youth.

First, despite repeated economic crises over the
last  20  years  (the  1997-1998 Asian  Financial

Crisis,  the  slowdown  imposed  by  the  Severe

Acute Respiratory Syndrome [SARS] in 2003, and

the 2008 economic crisis), Hong Kong’s GDP per

capita increased by over 70 percent in real terms

from 1997 to  2018.15  During the  same period,

however, inequality has also increased: the Gini

coefficient for household incomes increased from

0.518 in 1996 to 0.539 in 2016, the highest ever in

Hong  Kong.  More  important,  these  data  are

grossly underestimated because official statistics

do not  take into account incomes from capital

gains and dividends (which, in addition, are not

taxed…).16 At the same time, the median salary

only grew by 55 percent, from HK$10,000 in 1997

(the same as in 2007!) to HK$15,500 in 2017. In

fact, without the sustained salary increase in the
last five years, the disparity between per capita
GDP and median salary’s  growth would  have
been even more  striking:  broken down,  from
1997  to  2011,  GDP  per  capita  rose  by  29.3
percent, while median salary income grew by
only 13 percent.17

This comparison of GDP per capita and median

income  suggests  that  since  the  handover,  the

labour force has not enjoyed benefits in line with

the  economic  growth,  despite  the  significant

catch-up of the last few years.  In other words,

one major factor for the rise in inequality consists

in  the  fact  that  income  from  capital  (which,

within the concept of Hong Kong GDP, excludes

income from stocks and bonds) has grown faster

than income from employment.18 In this context,

the relative improvement of the 2011-2017 period

may  be  attributed  to  the  introduction  of  a
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minimum  wage  and  the  overall  economic

situation.  This  is  the  message  the  government

itself conveyed:

The Government spokesman said that

with the steady economic growth and

tight labour market over the past five

y e a r s ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e

implementation  of  the  Statutory

M i n i m u m  W a g e  [ S M W ]  a n d

subsequent  upratings,  employment

income of all strata of society improved

in  real  terms,  and  more  notable

improvement  was  observed  for  the

grass-roots  workers.  Upon  narrowed

employment income disparity, the Gini

Coefficient based on original  monthly

household  income  for  economically

active households decreased to 0.482 in

2016,  down  by  0.007  from  0.489  in

2011.19

It  is,  nevertheless,  difficult  to  know  if  these

encouraging results will be short-lived or if they

will have a long-term influence. As inflation has

already largely erased the positive effects of the

SMW,  however,  we  tend  to  favour  the  first

hypothesis.20

It  is  worth  noting  that  these  general  data  hid

great  disparities,  and that  even the substantial

income increases in recent years did not benefit

everyone  equally.  More  importantly  for  this

article, recent and fresh graduates, in particular,

have been left behind and this is a phenomenon

that has not been seriously examined (this is the

second  point).  This  is  the  counterpoint  to  the

traditional argument, which states that educated

youth  have  greatly  benefited  from  economic

growth  and  from  the  increased  demand  for

qualified  personnel.  The  proponents  of  such

arguments  highlight  the  income premium that

degree  holders  enjoy  is  over  high-school

graduates.21  This  argument  is  flawed  –  the
existence  of  a  premium  only  implies  that
university  graduates keep an advantage over
non-graduates,  not  that  they  benefited  from

economic growth.

On  the  contrary,  data  show  that  the  median

income  of  fresh  graduates  has  not  increased

signif icantly  since  1997.  According  to

unpublished data provided by the Census and

Statistics  Department  (C&SD),  the  ‘median

monthly  employment  earnings  of  employed

people aged 20-24 who attained post-secondary22

education level’ have mostly stagnated since the

handover, with only a meager 11.4 percent rise,

from HK$10,500 in 1997 to HK$11,700 in 2016 (in

real  terms).  And  most  of  this  rise  (about  28

percent)  occurred during the 2011-2016 period,

which means that the median income was only

HK$9,100 in 2011 – less than in 1997!23

These figures confirm the difficulties of educated

youth since the handover. It  is surprising that,

despite these difficulties and recent interest of the

city’s  leaders,  there  is  sti l l  incomplete
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information on the issue24 – for example, there is

no  data  on  the  salaries  of  fresh  graduates.25

However, the conclusion is clear: the expansion

of tertiary-level education did not and is unable

to  lower  inequality.  Similarly,  it  is  unlikely  to

boost opportunities for Generation Y. There are

two possible reasons for this.  First,  the current

economic system may be incapable of generating

sufficient jobs for new graduates. So, while it is

important for individual young Hong Kongers to

obtain university degrees if they want to have a

chance  to  secure  a  good  job  and/or  a  high

income, at the aggregate level, such a boost may

have unintended and possibly negative effects on

these  very  same  incomes.  Second,  recent

graduates  have  experienced  a  decline  in

economic opportunities, in line with the decline

of social mobility. These points will be examined

in the next section.

Globalization and Polarization

The evolution of inequality in global cities like
New York and Hong Kong is often explained by
the theory of polarization, which emphasizes in
its  original  version  that,  in  the  context  of
globalization,26 salaries tend to cluster at both
ends of  the ladder.27 This  theory,  which has
been  adopted  by  Central  Policy  Unit,  is  not
without merit to explain the recent growth in
inequality, although it cannot comprehend the
role played by the rise of non-salaried incomes.

A  document  issued  by  its  Commission  on

Strategic Committee on Social Development and

Quality  of  Life  straightforwardly  linked  the

situation in Hong Kong to that of other global

cities such as New York and London; in reference

to  the  polarization  theory  of  Saskia  Sassen,  it

noted that:

International  researches  suggest  that

world cities such as London and New

York  are  experiencing  a  widening

income  inequality.  As  Hong  Kong  is

progressively  moving  away  from  an

industrial  production-based  economy

towards  a  producer  service-driven

world city in the last two decades, the

experience of other world cities would

be  relevant  to  our  discussion  on this

subject.28

The document  also  indicated that  incomes are

clustered  at  the  top  end  –  because  of  the
concentration  of  high-class  businesses  and
presence  of  transnational  ‘élites’  and  the
bottom end, due to the development of ancillary
services that support these ‘élites’. The authors
conclude that this concentration at both ends
comes at the expense of the middle.

Supporting  the  above  theory  is  the  strong
presence of multinational regional headquarters
(nearly  1,400  in  2014)  and  regional  offices
(2,400 in 2014), which is indicative of the role
Hong  Kong  plays  in  the  regional  and  global
economies and the need for these companies to
access a large pool of highly-qualified local and
expatriate professionals. In addition, the ‘one-
way permit’ scheme, which allows for the daily
immigration of 150 Mainland Chinese into Hong
Kong  to  reunite  with  their  families,  exerts  a
downward pressure on the wages of low-skilled
workers: these new migrants are, on average,
less educated and skilled than the overall Hong
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Kong  population  and,  thus,  directly  compete
with  locals  for  entry  level  jobs.  In  2016,  the
median income for  migrant  workers from the
Mainland was HK$10,250, only equal to about
70 per  cent  of  that  for  the whole population
(HK$15,500).29

This trend, however, is only part of the story. It
has  been  shown  that  the  polarization  effect
does not necessarily lead to what scholars call
the ‘disappearance of the middle class’; on the
contrary,  the  need  for  highly-qualified
professionals has boosted demand for support
staff  or,  in  the  jargon  of  Hong  Kong  statistics,
‘associate professionals’ (APs). In Hong Kong, as
elsewhere, this has led to a revaluation of the
theory.  The debate over  it  has two opposing
groups  of  scholars.  As  Lee  et  al.  clearly
explained:

Chiu and Lui  (2009)  note  that  ‘social

polarisation  is  clearly  observable  in

Hong  Kong  through  the  changes  in

occupational structure’. (…) There is a

dramatic  growth  of  elementary

occupations  in  terms  of  absolute

numbers.  The  number  of  managers,

p r o f e s s i o n a l s ,  a n d  a s s o c i a t e

professionals  are  also  increasing

substantially.  (…)  Despite  their

findings, we contend whether associate

professionals can be classified into the

same  rank  as  top  professionals  and

administrators. According to the Hong

K o n g  C e n s u s  a n d  S t a t i s t i c s

Department, the associate professional

level  comprises  a  wide  range  of

occupation  categories  including

technicians,  supervisors,  survey

interviewers  (…),  Chinese  medicine

practitioners,  nurses,  and  the  like.30

In  fact,  the  analysis  of  these  APs  generated

different interpretations. Stylized facts exhibit the

following characteristics: 1) The number of APs

has dramatically increased over the last 15 years.

But, as we will examine later, if the creation of

AP positions has presented more opportunities

for  young university  graduates,  this  trend has

considerably slowed in recent years. 2) Salaries

for APs are approximatively half of those on the

upper categories of ‘professionals’ and ‘managers

and administrators’  and roughly  double  Hong

Kong’s  median  salary.  These  points  are

developed  below.

Thus, the number of APs (which Chiu and Lui

included  in  the  ‘professionals’  category)  has

increased by some 270,000 in  15  years  –  from

500,000 in 2001 to 695,000 in 2011 and 770,000 in

2016 –  representing about  20  percent  of  Hong

Kong’s  total  number  of  employed.  However,

while  200,000  AP positions  were  created  from

2001  to  2011,  this  trend  has  considerably

weakened subsequently  (the  consequences  will

be  examined  below).  Second,  in  2016,  APs’

median income was HK$21,000, or about half of

that  of  “managers  and administrators”  and 40

percent  higher than the median income of  the

general working population (HK$15,000).

In short,  APs share similar  education levels  to

those of their managers but earn only half of their
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income. Ultimately, whether these data confirm

the  polarization  theory  or  suggest  the

development of  a  new intermediate  class  (that

could  eventually  be  dubbed  a  “new  middle

class”) depends on the possibility of these APs

joining the league of professionals or managers.

As  social  mobility  in  Hong  Kong  has  greatly

slowed in recent years (see below), it may well

signify an evolution of the social structure with

the development of a “new middle class” – but

that needs to be confirmed by future research.

Besides this semantic discussion (as important as

it  may be),  the increase in the number of APs

( a n d  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  m a n a g e r s  a n d

administrators) and the issue of social mobility

are strongly related to the development of higher

education as well as with the evolution of the job

market.  Differently  stated,  there  should  be  a

strong connection between the number of new

graduates  and  the  evolution  of  the  labour

market.

However, this has not been the case, which first

(partly)  explains  the  relative  stagnation  of  the

income  of  fresh  graduates  and,  second,  the

decline in social  mobility.  First,  the number of

graduates has increased tremendously since the

1990s.  In 1991,  the proportion of Hong Kong’s

population with a post-secondary education was

11.3  percent.  This  proportion  doubled  to  23

percent  by  2006  and  33.1  percent  by  2018,

including  degree  and  sub-degree  holders.31  In

2016,  57.5  percent  of  the 25-34 age group had

received  a  tertiary  education  ,  a  much  higher

percentage than the corresponding OECD level

(44.5  percent  in  2018).32  The  question,  then,  is

whether the market has been (and will be) able to

absorb such an increase. It is difficult to offer a

precise  answer,  but  Lui  Hon-Kwong  has

provided  an  interesting  analysis:

Comparatively speaking, the financing,

insurance,  real  estate  and  business

services tend to recruit more university

graduates  than  other  industries.  (…)

[But]  the  magnitude  of  increase  [in

qualified employment]  is  much lower

than that of the increase in the supply

of workers with tertiary education. It is

doubtful that this is enough to absorb

all the graduate workers.33

This  statement  is  in  line with  a  recent  report
published  by  the  LegCo  Research  Office.  After
noting the increase in the proportion of degree
holders  in  the  total  labour  force,  the  report
noted that  ‘while  this  education upgrading is
beneficial  for  Hong  Kong  in  overall  terms,
creation of high-end jobs seems to be unable to
keep pace with this development in manpower
supply, along with decelerated economic growth
and  lacklustre  progress  towards  knowledge-
based economy’.34 The report showed that while

from  1994  to  2015,  additional  workers  with

degrees  (excluding sub-degree  holders)  totaled

854,000 people, the number of higher-skilled jobs

created over the same period only amounted to

666,000 – including associate professional jobs.35

These  data  point  to  the  plain  fact:  many
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graduates are unable to find employment that is

commensurate with their qualifications (as is the

case in many developed world metropolises).

In addition, this trend has accelerated in recent

years, which further fuels the anxiety of degree

holders.  ‘During  2008-2015,  managerial,

administrative  and  professional  occupations

could  absorb  only  38%  of  additional  workers

with  degree  education,  noticeably  down  from

47%  during  1994-2001.  (…)  [During  the  same

period,]  33% of  the  additional  workforce  with

degree  education  took  up  the  position  of

associate professionals,  down from 38% during

2001-2008’. 3 6  The  report  drew  this  final

observation:  during this  seven-year  period,  ‘26

percent of the additional workforce with degree

education worked as clerks, service workers of

shop sale workers’.37

These data show the declining opportunities for

young degree holders. The lag between vacancies

and  qualified  people  has  certainly  had  some

effect on the salaries for fresh graduates, not to

mention social mobility: a university degree has

become an indispensable ticket to a higher salary,

but it  is  by itself  no guarantee of  such access.

Also,  this  is  but  one  aspect  of  the  paradox:

students  understand they need a  degree to  be

eligible for a managerial or professional position,

which  further  boosts  their  demand  for  higher

education, but leads to a jump in the number of

graduates who cannot be fully absorbed by the

labour market. Therefore, as in other developed

economies,  bachelor’s  degree  holders  have

undergone a degree of deskilling, which exerts

downward  pressure  on  their  salaries.  This  is

what Lui and Suen termed the ‘crowding effect’:

If the crowding effect is the major cause

[for  the  declining  college  premium],

this means that the demand for college

workers is  rather inelastic  so that the

labour market  cannot  accommodate a

large  increase  in  supply  of  college

workers without reducing their wage.38

Thus,  and  this  is  the  second  point,  this

phenomenon  goes  hand  in  hand  with  the

slowdown  in  social  mobility  for  the  younger

generation, since the crowding effect also limits

their chances of being promoted. The available
data revealed that the:

…income  mobility  of  the  younger
generation has slackened compared to
earlier  generations.  (…)  The  first
generation  of  university  graduates
born  in  the  mid-1960s  could  attain
median monthly employment earnings
of  HK$33,500  at  constant  (2013)
market price at the age of 35-39 (…).
However,  the  respective  median
university  graduate  of  the  third
gene ra t i on  cou ld  on l y  make
HK$26,100 at  the age of  35-39.  For
the  fifth  generation  (…),  they  were
aged  below  30  in  the  benchmark
2013, but their salary level in the early
stage of their career was the lowest
compared to their predecessors.39

This  reflects  a  general  trend  in  Hong  Kong
society:
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A study conducted by the University of

Hong  Kong  (“the  HKU  study”)  also

underscores  the  trend  of  limited

opportunities for people moving up the

earnings  ladder  in  recent  years.  The

HKU study first ranked local workers

in  accordance  with  the  level  of  their

earnings in 2003 and grouped them into

five  quintiles.  They  were  then  re-

ranked and regrouped based on their

updated earnings level five years later

in 2008. According to the study,40 a high

percentage share of workers stayed in

the  same  quintile  of  earnings  ladder

over the five-year period of 2003-2008

and  the  10-year  period  of  1998-2008

(…). It also unveiled the phenomenon

of “being trapped at the bottom,” i.e.

54.1%  of  the  workers  in  the  lowest

income  quintile  experienced  no

mobility along the earnings ladder after

10 years of work.41

In  fact,  this  last  report  also  pinpoints  the
possibility of a poverty trap, as the probability
of  enrolling  in  university  is  3.7  higher  for
students  coming  from  more  affluent  families
than for those in poor ones.42  This is in sharp
contrast to the situation that prevailed in 1991,
when  access  to  higher  education  was  much
more equal.43

Thus, while Hong Kong promotes itself as ‘Asia’s
World  City…where  opportunity,  creativity  and
entrepreneurship  converge,’44  it  is  far  from
obvious that many in the younger generation
would agree with this slogan. Globalization has
impacted their salaries: not only had it created

a  divide  between  qualified  and  unqualified
workers,  in  accordance  with  the  theory  of
polarization, but it also boosted the demand for
APs, who, despite their academic achievements,
see  diminishing  possibilities  of  climbing  the
social ladder. In other words, younger graduates
are trapped between the necessity of obtaining
a degree and the shrinking opportunities this
degree may provide.

In  terms  of  policymaking,  this  has  strong

implications for the aforementioned situation, as

the  government  has  to  balance  between

increasing access to tertiary education and, at the

same time, avoiding the pitfall of leaving fresh

graduates without sufficient opportunities. While

it is undeniably important to provide individuals

access  to  university,  at  the  aggregate  level,

increasing higher education opportunities alone

does not automatically help to curb inequality.

This is contrary to the powerful claims made by

neoclassical economists like Richard Wong Yue-

chim.45

Finally, even though Hong Kong faces a similar
situation to most other world class metropolises
(i.e.,  growing inequality  and polarization),  the
novelty of Hong Kong’s situation reinforces the
negative sentiments of many people, especially
those with tertiary-level educations who expect
to  benefit  most  from  globalization.46  Some  of
them have begun to understand that economic
growth,  which has been promoted for  a  long
time by the government as the main engine for
tackling inequality, is not the panacea to their
concerns, as only a minority of the population
benefits  from  it.  This  is  even  more  the  case
since,  at  the  same  time,  not  only  has  their
income not increased smoothly over the last 20
years,  their  access  to  some  basic  goods,
housing in particular, has become more difficult
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– this point will be presented in greater detail in
the  Conclusion.  In  short,  the  section  confirms
the hypothesis raised in the Introduction:  the
economic  system  does  not  create  sufficient
prospects  for  educated  youth  to  become
enthusiastic  adherents  of  that  system.

Besides, if this section has insisted on the role
globalization has played in the rise of inequality
and  the  lack  of  opportunities  for  educated
youth, the increase in non-salaried incomes has
also  exacerbated the  situation.  Consequently,
the  final  section  of  this  paper  will  focus  on  the
oligopolistic  nature  of  the  domestic  economy
(housing  in  particular),  which  has  generated
economic  rents  and  allowed for  inequality  to
develop.  While  the  polarization  and  crowding
effect  have  exerted  a  downward  pressure  on
most  salaries,  the  evolution  of  Hong  Kong’s
economic structures since the 1960s also had
an important role in clustering resources in the
hands of just a few.

The Housing Market and the Oligopolistic
Nature of Hong Kong’s Economy

In  the  previous  section,  we  have  noted  that
Hong Kong’s fresh graduates’ incomes did not
increase as fast as its GDP per capita and that
globalization (including the emergence of China
as  a  global  actor)  has  played  a  part  in  the
emergence  of  this  situation.  However,
globalization forces alone cannot explain how a
certain proportion of the population was able to
grab a disproportionate share of  the GDP.  In
other words, inequality is also generated by the
structure  of  a  domestic  economy,  which,  in
Hong  Kong,  is  strongly  characterised  by
oligopolies  and  monopolies.  In  addition,  it  is
unlikely  that  in-depth  evolutions  of  this
structure will occur in the short term: the recent
implementation of a competition law is a case in
point.  These  two  aspects  –  the  evolution  of
economic  organization  and  limitation  of  a
competition law in curbing oligopolies – will be

examined in this section. The conclusion is that
the structure of Hong Kong’s economy further
restricts  opportunities  for  its  younger
generation,  which,  in  turn,  explains  the
declining  support  among  its  members  for  its
economic system.

The  key  starting  points  for  discussing  this
matter  are  the  evolution  of  Hong  Kong’s
property  market  since  the  1960s  and  the
difficulty  of  accessing  decent  lodging  for  its
younger  generation  either  in  the  private  or
public sector. Hong Kong’s public housing sector
has a long history going back to 1954. At one
point, it accommodated over 50 percent of the
population.47  In  line  with  the  New  Public
Management reforms initiated during the 1990s
to  minimize public  spending,  the government
partly withdrew from the housing market48 and
the  annual  supply  of  new  public  housing
dropped from an average of 38,900 units during
the 1997-2002 period to  only  14,600 for  the
2007-2012 period.49 Consequently, by 2014 only
45 percent of Hong Kong’s population lived in
some form of  public  housing,  down  from 49
percent in 2004 and 47 percent in 2009.50 Also,
those eligible  for  public  housing faced longer
wait  times  –  an  average  of  5.3  years  for  a
general applicant – the longest in 18 years.51 For
young adults,  who do not  qualify  as ‘general
applicants,’ the wait time is even longer, much
longer – about 30 years in 2018, 52 much longer
than it was in 2010 (24 years)53  – and this is
only for those whose incomes are low enough to
apply.  The  income  cap,  which  was  fixed  at
HK$10,100 per month for a single applicant and
HK$16,140 per  month  for  a  couple,  de  facto
eliminates most degree holders as soon as they
start to work.

Given  that  securing  a  public  housing  flat  is  a
distant prospect for young degree holders, they
have to rely on the private sector. But here too,
the  odds  of  securing  something  affordable  are
not  much  more  favourable:  Hong  Kong  is
regularly  ranked  the  most  unaffordable  city  in
the world. According to Edward Yiu, the price-to-
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income ratio (i.e., the ratio of housing price to
annual household income) increased from 12.6
years  in  2011  to  15  years  the  next  year,
compared to only 4.4 years in Singapore.54 The

trend continued in the following years, reaching

21 years in 2018, according to the Demographia

International Housing Affordability Survey.55 In
fact, the government’s reduction of new public
housing supply to stimulate the competitiveness
of the private sector has proven a failure, as
private housing has become more unaffordable
than ever.

Hong Kong’s extreme economic concentration
and absence of competition in its housing sector
created  economic  rents  and  is  part ly
responsible  for  its  current  predicament.  The
situation had been aggravated by the lack of a
competition law, as there is no legal safeguard
to prevent the development of oligopolies – the
introduction of such a law in December 2015,
after 25 years of discussions, is a case of too-
little, too-late, as the authors explain below. In
addition,  the  profits  generated  by  these
oligopolies  have  been  reinvested  in  other
sectors of the domestic economy, which has led
to the creation of other oligopolies (in utilities,
supermarkets, etc.). It is, therefore, of utmost
interest for us to go back in time and to see how
this  situation  originated  and  reinforced  itself
over time.

Before we start, it should be noted that there
are  inherent  difficulties  in  formally
demonstrating  the  precise  influence  these
oligopolies  have  exerted  over  prices  and the
level of rent developers have extract from Hong
Kong’s  citizens.  But  this  influence  is  real  and
can be confirmed indirectly with empirical data.
Even economists who do not wish to change the
existing  economic  structure  still  acknowledge
the existence of these rents and the negative
impact they generate – they just argue that it is
better  to  keep  the  situation  as  it  is,  as
government  intervention  would  create  more

problems than it would solve.56

The study of Alice Poon showed how developers
were able to build conglomerates over time.57

Having  worked  for  a  developer  before
emigrating to Canada, she was well-placed to
document  their  strategies.  Two  factors
converged to produce the current situation. The
first  can  be  traced  back  to  the  colony’s  early
years. In 1841, one year before the signing of
the Treaty of Nanking that conceded Hong Kong
Island in perpetuity to the British Empire, it was
declared that all of the island would belong to
the British Crown, ‘to be disposed of at its local
representative’s  discretion.  Hence  there
followed (…) the launch of what would become
Hong Kong’s most enduring tradition, the land
auction’58  Today,  the  government’s  auctioned
land  is  still  leased  for  a  fixed  period  of  time to
the  highest  bidders  that  then  have  to
immediately  pay  very  high  ‘premiums’  that
correspond to the bulk of the lands’ values and
low rents for every year of the lease.59

The second factor originated in the 1960s, when
some British firms wanted to  divest  in  the face
of uncertainty over Hong Kong’s future and/or
political  instability.  The  1967  riots,  the
strenuous negotiations related to the signing of
the Sino-British Joint Declaration (1984), and the
proximity of the return of Hong Kong to China
prompted some historical British “hongs,” such
as  Wheelock  Marden  or  Hutchison,  to  sell  off
their  assets  to  rising  family-owned  Chinese
firms such as Cheung Kong, Sung Hung Kai, and
New  World  Development.60  These  firms  moved
aggressively (eventually thanks to funds raised
from  public  listings)  to  obtain  ample  land
holdings that amounted to tens of millions of
square feet . In fact, the origin of this strategy
stemmed  from  the  1960s,  when  land  prices

increased dramatically under the combined effect

of  population  growth  and  land  shortage.  The

colonial  authority  took  note  of  this  existing

pressure  and  aimed  to  rationalize  land  usage

https://www.scmp.com/business/article/2182980/nothing-be-proud-hong-kong-tops-table-worlds-most-expensive-housing-market?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook#Echobox=1548061785
https://www.scmp.com/business/article/2182980/nothing-be-proud-hong-kong-tops-table-worlds-most-expensive-housing-market?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook#Echobox=1548061785
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through,  for  example,  the  development  of

industrial buildings and new towns.61  The 1967

riots put a temporary stop to this property price

rise but this, together with the lack of confidence

of the historical British firms in the future of the

colony, provided golden opportunities for local

Chinese  firms  to  expand.  As  speculation  and

land pressure exacerbated further at the end of

the 1980s and in the 1990s, “local entrepreneurs,

many  of  whom  had  only  limited  property

portfolios previously, [invested heavily in land]

to  make  fortunes  and  build  up  their  business

empires”6 2 .  In  the  1990s,  the  New  Public

Management  philosophy  favored  by  (the  last

governor) Chris Patten’s administration, slash the

public  housing  programs,  boosting  again

housing prices. The reversal policy of Tung Chee

Hwa, which only lasted from 1997 to 1998, did

not alter this trend and

in  practice,  the  withdrawal  of  the

government from the housing market

proved disastrous for the community.

A  l o n g - t e r m  s h o r t a g e  o f

accommodation became impossible  to

avoid. The annual supply of new public

housing  fell  by  62  percent:  from  an

annual average of 38,900 units for the

period  1997–2002  to  14,600  for  the

period 2007–12.63

These two factors complemented each other to
push  land  prices  up.  On  the  one  hand,  the
developers used their ‘land banks’ as a reserve
to partly disconnect Hong Kong’s land market

from its property market.  On the other hand,
since  selling  land  rights  makes  up  a  significant
portion of its revenue, the government is always
balancing  its  gains  from  land  auctions  and
satisfying the public interest. Usually the former
consideration wins out, which is understandable
since it gets over 30 per cent of its revenues
from  the  land  and  property  market.64  This
tendency is reinforced by the limited amount of
land the government releases by auction every
year.  The  consequence  has  been  worsening
land scarcity – and rising prices. In practice, the
high value of the premium and the expertise
needed to valorize the sites create barriers to
entry  that  effectively  crowd  out  small
companies  and  favour  large  local  developers
and, increasingly, their Mainland competitors.65

The Consumer Council decried this situation as
early as 1996, when it noted that ‘70 percent of
the total new private housing was supplied by
seven  developers  and  that  55  percent  came
from just four developers’.66  These developers
transfer the high price of the auctions to their
customers,  which  inflates  the  prices  of  the
properties and rentals. Thus, the inflated prices
paid  by  flat  owners  and  tenants  constitute  not
only  an  additional  source  of  profit  for
developers, but also a ‘hidden’ tax to make up
for  the  government:  the  policy  of  low  taxes
(required  by  the  Basic  Law)  can  only  be
maintained  thanks  to  the  handsome  income
generated by these auctions. These mechanisms

well  explain  why  it  has  become  increasingly

difficult  for  individuals  (especially  those  of

Generation  Y  that  has  just  begun  their

professional lives) to access affordable lodging in

the private sector.

Thus,  the  profits  generated  by  the  housing
market  are  usually  substantial  for  developers
and their financial strength allows them to resist
economic  downturns,  as  happened  in  1997.
They  also  allow  them  to  invest  in  other
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industries  and  develop  oligopolies  there  in
supermarkets, utilities, transport, etc. The most
obvious source of  profit  has been shop rentals,
especially in shopping malls that they control.

Upon his arrival in 1992, Chris Patten, the last

Governor  of  Hong Kong,  was  alarmed by the

lack  of  competition  in  the  economy and,  in  a

speech  to  the  Legislative  Council  (LegCo),

e m p h a s i z e d  t h e  n e e d  t o  d e v e l o p  a

comprehensive competition policy.67 ‘As result of

his  pol icy  in i t ia t ive ,  the  government

commissioned  the  Hong  Kong  Consumer

Council  to  undertake  sectoral  investigations

including  banking,  supermarkets,  gas  supply,

broadcasting,  telecommunications  and  private

residential  property  between  1993  and  1996’.68

The  conclusions  of  these  investigations,  which

were  published  in  reports,  overwhelmingly

confirmed the huge level of concentration in the

domestic industry with consequences on prices

for consumers. They were also confirmed by later

data.  For  example,  two  companies  controlled

over  70  percent  of  Hong  Kong’s  supermarket

business. From 2000 to 2002, they increased their

prices by 3.6 percent at a time when general retail

prices  fell  by  5.6  percent.  These  companies,

namely, ParknShop and Wellcome, managed to

block Carrefour from making significant inroads

into the local market.69 The same situation applies

to  other  businesses  such  as  electricity  (a

duopoly),  gas  (a  monopoly),  and  buses.

Poon powerfully summarized the situation:

Imagine  you  are  an  ordinary  citizen

who lives in a self-owned flat within a

private housing estate. You scraped all

your savings to buy the flat from the

developer, in return for which you get

the right to occupy the flat. Then every

month you have to pay the mortgage

and property  management  fee.  Every

day  when  you  go  out  to  eat  in  a

restaurant  or  fast  food  shop  in  the

estate’s shopping center (which, let us

assume,  i s  owned  by  the  same

developer), you help the tenant of that

shopping center pay his shop rent and

fee, which also goes into the pocket of

the same developer. On weekends, you

go shopping in other shopping centers,

owned by other developers. Again, you

help the shop tenants  pay their  rents

and fees by buying consumer items. At

the end of the month, can you figure

out how much of your monthly salary

goes  to  paying  the  developers?  The

answer might be shocking.70

In short, the system described by Alice Poon has
a l lowed  a  few  Hong  Kong  fami l ies  to
concentrate capital in their hands, creating the
first  source  of  inequality.  Then,  the  spread  of
globalization (including the rise of China) added
a  second  cause.  This  left  the  younger
generat ion  with  salar ies  that  had  not
significantly  increased  since  the  start  of  the
millennium,  as  seen  in  the  previous  section,
while  daily  necessities  became overpriced.  In
order to curb this pattern, the system should
definitely evolve.
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A  first  step  could  be  to  enhance  competition
and bend the oligopolies. Starting with Patten,
several  high-ranking  politicians  and  civil
servants  have  emphasized  the  necessity  of
enacting a competition law, including a former
secretary for Home Affairs, Patrick Ho Chi-Ping.71

But they have faced strong opposition from the
business  community,  local  neoclassical
economists,  and  the  government  itself.  After
years of debates and a strong pressure from the
international community (e.g. the World Trade
Organization),  Hong Kong became one of  the
last developed economies in the world to enact
such a law (in 2012), which only went into effect
in December 2015.

Nonetheless, this law, as useful as it may be for
curbing cartel practices and limiting abuses of
power  by  established  companies  with  a
substantial  degree  of  market  power,  cannot
curtail  monopolies  and  oligopolies  or  even
restrict  their  extensions  because  it  does  not
require  that  these  companies  divest  their
existing holdings. The following title of an article
from  a  local  newspaper,  the  South  China
Morning Post, therefore, comes to no surprise:
‘Hong Kong Business Groups Do Not Appear to
be Worried over the Competition Law’s Impact
on Their Dealing with Members’.72 That is, the
business community has been powerful enough
to limit the scope of a law that may go against
its interests.

Conclusion

The structure of the Hong Kong economy only
offers Generation Y in general and the educated
youth in particular diminishing prospects, which
leads them to see the system as more and more
unfair.

The first reason for this is linked to globalization.

While Hong Kong does need a qualified labour

force to fully benefit from it, outward industries

such  as  finance  and  trading  are  unlikely  to

absorb the number of people who graduate from

the higher education system every year. At the

same time, the demand for higher education is

constantly  increasing  because  the  younger

generation  and  their  parents  understand  well

that  this  is  the  only  path  to  higher  salaries.

Therefore,  fresh  graduates  have  less  and  less

possibilities to reach the ranks of administrators

or managers. More likely, most will remain stuck

at the Associate Professional level.

The second reason is related to the structure of

the domestic economy, in which monopolies and

oligopolies have prospered over the last 50 years.

This is even more the case because, unlike what

happens in most developed places in the world,

there is no mechanism to stop or even limit these

oligopolies  from  prospering,  since  the  recent

competition law does not include any divestiture

clause.

The China factor has to be added to these two

unfavourable phenomena. On one hand, it  has

played a  large  role  in  spreading globalization,

which  has  directly  or  indirectly  caused  a

stagnation  of  salaries  in  Hong  Kong.  For

example,  the  150  Mainland  migrants  who  are

allowed to settle daily in the territory under the

‘one-way permit’ policy are usually less qualified

than locals  (and many do not  speak the  local

dialect of Cantonese). Thus, they compete with

the locals for low-end salaries and have helped

exert a downward pressure on salaries. In 2011,
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this  trend  has  been  slowed  down  by  the

introduction  of  the  Statutory  Minimum Wage,

but it is likely that the positive effect of the SMW

is progressively wiped out. In this situation, the

downward  pressure  on  low  incomes  will

probably resume in the near future. On the other

hand,  the  recent  participation  of  Mainland

developers in Hong Kong’s land auctions have

pushed land prices up, thereby making housing

even  more  unaffordable  while  filling  the

government’s  coffers.

Therefore, it is no surprise that Generation Y,
especially its more educated members, believe
that Hong Kong’s current system is biased and
does  not  provide  them  with  sufficient
opportunities. They feel trapped in a situation
they  mostly  cannot  control.  These  feelings,
which are supported by evidence provided in
this  article  –  a  lack  of  access  to  affordable
housing, stagnating salaries, etc. – can also be
seen in the declining support among Generation
Y  for  capital ism.  According  to  surveys
conducted by the Chinese University of  Hong
Kong, before 1997 Hong Kong was perceived by
83  percent  of  respondents  to  be  a  ‘land  of
bountiful  opportunities  where  everyone  could
succeed’.  But by the beginning of the 2000s,
only 71 percent thought that ‘Hong Kong was a
land of  abundant opportunities,  everyone can
succeed through hard work’.73  Over the same
period, fewer people believed poverty was only
attributed  to  personal  factors.74  A  few  years
later,  in  2010,  many  educated,  young  Hong
Kongers viewed Hong Kong’s economic system
in a bleak way and objected to Hong Kong’s
growing wealth gap more than their elders. The
result of this change of mindset went hand in
hand  with  an  increased  demand  in  social
services, at a time the government was looking
for privatisation and budget cuts under the New
Publ ic  Management  reform.  This  was

emphasized by Leo Goodstadt in a heading in
one of his books: ‘Health: Painful Cuts’.75  The
author  developed the  point  that  the  Hospital
Authority  does  not  have  sufficient  resources  –
while  some  “drugs  are  denied”  to  patients
which  cannot  afford  them.76  In  line  with  these
comments, it is no surprise that, in 2018, public
expenditure on healthcare amounted to only 14

per cent of the government’s total expenditures,

compared to 18.1 per cent in Canada and 19.2 per

cent in Korea.77

In relation to that, a 2010 survey conducted by
Baptist University’s Transition Project on Hong
Kong’s  youth  already  showed  that  the
percentage of people under 30 who listed the
wealth  gap  as  the  Hong  Kong  number  one
problem  (20  percent)  was  double  that  of
respondents  over  60  (10  percent).78  Equally

important,  the  younger  protesters  in  the

Umbrella  Movement  four  years  later  also

demanded  more  equal  economic  opportunities

for  all  –  something  they  saw  as  an  integral

component of democracy.79

Clearly, young people may not fully understand

the system’s biases and the fact that it does not

provide the same level of opportunities as in the

past, but they know that the ‘Lion Rock spirit’
‘that  encapsulated  the  ability  to  achieve
economic  success  through  hard  work’80  has
become a distant memory, that inequality has
increased, that poverty can hardly be removed
by one’s own efforts, and that social mobility is
at a low point. They also worry that they will not
be able to reach the same level of security and
comfortable  life  than  their  elders  –  the
difficulties  to  access  a  decent  lodging,  whether
from the public and private sectors is a case in
point.
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As  noted  in  the  Introduction,  the  Hong  Kong

government  was  aware  of  these  difficulties.

However,  it  proved  unable  to  tackle  them

systemically. The property market and the land

auctions are linked to the tax system. In other

words,  any change in the land auction system

would imply a modification of the tax system.

That  should  include  a  reassessment  of  the

suppression of inheritance tax (in 2006) and of

the  lack  of  tax  on  capital  gain,  which  both

contribute to the enlargement of inequality.81 The

concentration of capital, which can be seen from

existing oligopolies and monopolies, which can

freely prosper in Hong Kong, has a similar effect.

 

However, from the government point of view, a

change of economic organization appeared risky

– not least because Hong Kong developers have

strong  ties,  not  only  with  the  Hong  Kong

government, but also with the central leadership.

Therefore, Carrie Lam, as her predecessors, has

favoured a sectoral approach, concentrating her

efforts  on  the  housing  market.  These  efforts,

however, did not have time to bear fruits, as the

anti-extradition bill  protests  prompted millions

to take to the streets, and she had to shelve her

propositions.82  In  short,  little  was  achieved  to

ease social problems since 2014. The fact is that

the developers,  which were once an important

support for China in the territory but are now

openly criticized in the Mainland, may open a

window  for  change,  especially  since  most  of

them are nonagenarians, as we will see below.

At the same time, the possibilities offered in the
Mainland do not seem attractive to many young
locals,  whether  they  arise  from  the  ‘China
Dream’, the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ or, more
significantly,  the  ‘Greater  Bay  Area’  plan.  The
Central government counts on this last project
to  further  integrate  Hong  Kong  and  China,
erodes the particularities  of  Hong Kong,  and,
eventually,  solve  some  of  the  economic  and
social  ills  encountered  in  the  territory  –
especially  in  relation to  lodging.  The level  of
protests to oppose the implementation of the
extradition bill, precisely because it would have
blurred the differences between Hong Kong and
the Mainland, shows that the idea is currently
not in line with the aspiration of  many Hong
Kongers.

A more local possibility to address the housing

situation was floated at least since 2017, before it

was  adopted  by  the  pro -government

businessman James Tien Pei-chun.83  It  involves

possibilities  to  tap into the huge military land

(2,700 hectares in total) occupied in Hong Kong

by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). So far,

neither  the  Chinese  authorities  nor  the  Hong

Kong government have endorsed this idea.

A  final  proposal,  which  resurfaced  recently,

implies  the  seizure  of  private  land  by  the

government  under  the  Land  Resumption

Ordinance – which allows for the requisition of

land  for  public  purposes.  The  idea  was  first

introduced  by  the  Democratic  Party  at  the

beginning of  2019,  but  was coolly  received by

Carrie Lam, who refused, in her own words, to
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make use of this ‘imperial sword’. However, this

measure, which was then rejected by the largest

pro-government party,  the Democratic Alliance

for the Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong

(DAB), is now endorsed by the DAB and by the

media in the mainland. At this point and under

the pressure of Beijing and the street,  both the

Hong  Kong  government  and  the  developers

seem open to the idea – even though the details

still need to be sorted out.

All  in  all,  these  propositions  show  that,  even

though the government was well  aware of the

tense situation and possible social consequences

it may bring about, little was concretely achieved

since  the  beginning  of  the  2010s,  besides

discussions and hesitations. Furthermore, efforts

to  link  the  housing  situation  to  economic

reorganization were very limited. For example,

suggestions for reforms of the tax system or land

auctions are not at a very advanced stage. The

existing propositions regarding reforms of the tax

system consist basically in reviving the old idea

to create a Goods and Services Tax, which would

compensate lesser revenues from land auctions

and  ensure  more  stability  to  public  finances.

However, a GST would have to be endured more

strongly by the lower- and middle-classes, while

little is said concerning a tax on capital gains.

In  any case,  all  these  potential  reforms would

take years to be implemented, and even more to

yield  concrete  results.  The  government  has

procrastinated  on  important  decisions  which

could give it leverage during the current crisis.

However, it is noticeable that the position of the

central government on these economic and social

issues has evolved recently, and its stance is now

not  too  distant  from  the  opinions  of  the

protesters. Messages and graffiti posted on Hong

Kong walls echo the comments published in the

People’s Daily or Global Times: to messages like

“7K for a house like a cell and you really think

that we out here are afraid of jail?” and “12K for

120 sq ft and you think that’s OK?”, the official

media  titled:  ‘unaffordable  housing  as  a  “root

cause” of the protests in Hong Kong’.84 A young

graduate similarly wrote to  one author of  this

article, commenting on a recent note published

on  similar  issues:  ‘your  article  entitled  “Hong

Kong’s  powder  keg”  is  thoughtful.  It  vividly

depicts the root cause of the resentfulness of a

large section of Hongkongers’. But, as the title of

Siu’s  article  shows,  ‘Hong  Kong  protesters  on

meeting their  housing dreams:  yes,  thank you,

but we want genuine universal suffrage too’85; in

other words, while economic and social measures

are both urgent, it may be too late to address the

current concerns of Generation Y, which has little

to lose,  or to solve the crisis  generated by the

introduction of the Extradition Bill.
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